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reflective inferences become more reflexive with experience?
To a young child, it may not be immediately obvious that
Bill's selling Mary his car implies that she now owns the
car; but after a sufficient number of examples, the child will
eventually induce a schema that makes the relationship
between buying and owning reflexive (if evidenced only by
the fact that the inference is reflexive for an adult).

Toward an Integrated Account of
Reflexive and Reflective Reasoning

John E. Hummel (jhummel@lifesci.ucla.edu)
Department of Psychology

In the literature on human cognition, the study of
reflexive and reflective reasoning have been largely separate,
with the former more common in the study of (for instance)
story comprehension (e.g., Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978;
Shastri & Ajjanagadde, 1993; St. John, 1992; St. John &
McClelland, 1990), and the latter predominating in the
study of problem solving (e.g., De Soto, London &
Handel, 1965; Byrne & Johnson-Laird, 1989; Newell &
Simon, 1976) and reasoning by analogy (e.g., Forbus et al.,
1995; Gentner, 1983; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989; Hummel
& Holyoak, 1997).  Similarly, computational accounts of
reflexive inference (e.g., Shastri & Ajjanagadde, 1993; St.
John, 1992) have typically had little to say about more
reflective forms of reasoning, and models of reflective (e.g.,
analogical) reasoning have had little to say about the nature
of reflexive reasoning.
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Abstract

Some inferences are seemingly automatic (reflexive;
Shastri & Ajjanagadde, 1993), whereas others require more
effort (i.e., are reflective).  We present the beginnings of an
integrated account of reflexive and reflective reasoning,
based on the LISA model of analogical reasoning (Hummel
& Holyoak, 1997).  The account holds that reflexive
inferences are those that can be generated automatically
based on existing knowledge in long-term memory,
whereas reflective inferences require explicit structure-
mapping and therefore demand greater attention and
working memory.  According to this account, reflexive
inferences manifest themselves in the semantic encoding
of objects and predicates, whereas reflective inferences
manifest themselves as explicit propositions.  In contrast
to reflexive inferences, which are equally reflexive,
reflective inferences may require more or less effort.  We
present preliminary simulation results demonstrating that
both kinds of inference can be modeled in a single
architecture for representing propositional knowledge.

The most reflexive form of inference is encoding—
inferring, for example, that "Mary" in "Bill loves Mary" is
an adult human female.  It is this most reflexive form of
inference that has been most neglected in models of
reflective reasoning.  One consequence is that these models
must be given, in full detail, the representations they are to
use for reasoning.  For example, the models of Forbus et al.
(1995), Holyoak and Thagard (1989) and Hummel and
Holyoak (1997) draw analogies between situations whose
representations are fully specified for them.  In contrast to
human reasoners, who can read a sentence such as "Bill
loves Mary, but Mary loves Tom" and infer the details for
themselves (e.g., that Bill and Tom are adult human males,
etc.), these models must be handed all this information for
each analogy they are asked to solve.1  One reason for this
division between models of reflective and reflexive
reasoning may be that the two kinds of reasoning obey
different computational constraints, and therefore demand
different kinds of algorithms.  At the same time, however,
both kinds of inference take place within the same cognitive
architecture, and must operate on the same mental
representations.

Reflexive vs. Reflective Reasoning

Some inferences are so effortless that we are barely
aware of making them.   Told that Bill sold Mary his car,
you will infer that Mary now owns the car so automatically
that Shastri and Ajjanagadde (1993) describe the inference as
reflexive.  Even more reflexive is the inference that Bill is
probably an adult human male, and Mary an adult human
female.  Other inferences require more effort.  Told that Bill
loves Mary and Mary loves Tom, it is natural to infer that
Bill is likely to be jealous of Tom, but this inference
arguably requires a bit more reflection (and is less certain)
than the inference that Mary is a woman.  More effortful
still are many kinds of inferences made in the context of
scientific and mathematical reasoning, planning, and so
forth.  What is the relationship between reflexive inferences,
such as Bill is male or Mary owns the car, and more
reflective inferences, such as Bill may be jealous of Tom, or
matter and energy must be special cases of a common
physical principle?  And what is the process by which

This paper presents the beginnings of an algorithmic
account of the relationship between reflexive and reflective
reasoning.  In broad strokes the account holds that both
kinds of reasoning require the capacity to dynamically bind

1One notable exception to this generalization is Hofstadter &
Mitchel's (1994) CopyCat model, which solves analogy
problems of the form X:Y::Z:?, and uses routines to change its
representation of X, Y and Z in order to find the best possible
analogy.  In contrast to other models of analogy, CopyCat is
not "stuck" with fixed representations of the elements of its
analogies.  At the same time, however, this model cannot
simulate the kind of encoding discussed here, or the type of
reflexive inferences discussed by Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993).



variables to values (or equivalently, roles to fillers) in order
to permit flexible (rule-like) generalization (cf. Shastri &
Ajjanagadde, 1993, on the role of variable binding in
reflexive reasoning; Holyoak & Hummel, 2000, and
Hummel & Holyoak, 1997, on the role of variable binding
in reflective reasoning).  That is, both reflexive and
reflective inferences are operations on symbolic
representations.  In addition, we propose that what makes
reflective reasoning more effortful than reflexive reasoning
is, at least in part, that the most reflexive inferences result
from a kind of structured memory retrieval (i.e., retrieval
that exploits and maintains variable-value bindings),
whereas more reflective inferences require explicit structure
mapping.  That is, as illustrated in the simulations below,
we propose that an inference will be fully reflexive when the
to-be-inferred information is already available in long-term
memory (LTM), and that it becomes progressively more
reflective as the to-be-inferred information must be
constructed on the basis of mapping large, multi-
proposition structures.

represents the buyer and object roles, respectively, and are
connected to the corresponding semantics.  Semantically-
related predicates share units in corresponding roles (e.g.,
seller and giver share many units), making the semantic
similarity of different predicates explicit.  Object units are
like predicate units except that they are connected to
semantic units describing things rather than roles.  For
example, Mary might be connected to units for human,
adult, female, etc., whereas car might be connected to
object, vehicle, etc.

Bill+
seller

Mary+
buyer

buyer
Bill Mary

sell-to (Bill, Mary, car).

car+
buy-obj.

seller
buy-
obj.

carThe starting point for this effort is Hummel &
Holyoak's (1997) LISA model of analogical reasoning, so
we will briefly sketch that model's approach to knowledge
representation and reflective inference (including memory
retrieval, structure mapping, and schema induction).
Mapping and retrieval are described in detail in Hummel
and Holyoak (1997), and inference an schema induction are
described in detail in Holyoak and Hummel (2000).

Figure 1.  The LISA LTM representation of the
proposition sell-to (Bill, Mary, car).

The LISA Model Sub-proposition  units (SPs; rectangles in Figure 1)
bind roles to objects in LTM.  Sell-to (Bill, Mary, car)
would be represented by three SPs, one binding Bill to
seller, one binding Mary to buyer, and one binding car to
sell-object.  SPs have bi-directional excitatory connections
with the object and predicate units they bind together.
Proposition  (P) units (oval in Figure 1) reside at the top of
the hierarchy and have bi-directional excitatory connections
with the corresponding SPs.  Complete, multi-proposition
analogs (i.e., situations, events or schemas) are represented
by collections of structure units (see Figure 2).

The core of LISA's architecture is a system for
representing propositions in working memory (WM) by
dynamically binding roles to their fillers, and encoding
those bindings in LTM.  LISA uses synchrony of firing for
dynamic binding in WM (Hummel & Holyoak, 1992;
Shastri & Ajjanagadde, 1993).  Case roles and objects are
represented in WM as distributed patterns of activation on a
collection of semantic units (small circles in Figure 1); case
roles and objects fire in synchrony when they are bound
together and out of synchrony when they are not.  For
example, to represent the proposition sell-to (Bill, Mary,
car) in WM, semantic units representing the seller role of
the sell-to relation  (e.g., transaction, exchange, etc.) fire in
synchrony with units representing Bill while units
representing the buyer role fire in synchrony with units
representing Mary, and units for the object role fire in
synchrony with units representing car.  The three sets of
units (Bill+seller, Mary+buyer and car+object) must be
mutually de-synchronized with one another.

The final component of LISA's architecture is a set of
mapping connections between structure units of the same
type in different analogs.  Every P unit in one analog may
share a mapping connection with every P unit in every other
analog; likewise, SPs share connections across analogs, as
do objects and predicates.  For the purposes of mapping and
retrieval, analogs are divided into two mutually exclusive
sets: a driver and one or more recipients.  Retrieval and
mapping are controlled by the driver.  LISA performs
retrieval and mapping as a form of guided pattern matching.
As P units in the driver become active, they generate (via
their SP, predicate and object units) synchronized patterns
of activation on the semantic units (one pattern for each
role-filler binding).  The semantic units are shared by all
propositions, so the patterns generated by one proposition
tend to activate one or more similar propositions in LTM
(retrieval) or in working memory (analogical mapping).
Mapping differs from retrieval solely by the addition of the

A proposition is encoded in LTM by a hierarchy of
structure units (Figures 1 and 2).  At the bottom of the
hierarchy are predicate  and object  units (triangles and large
circles, respectively, in Figure 1).  Each predicate unit
locally codes one case role of one predicate.  For example,
seller represents the first (seller) role of the predicate sell-to,
and has bi-directional excitatory connections to all the
semantic units representing that role; buyer and sell-object



modifiable mapping connections.  During mapping, the
weights on the mapping connections grow larger when the
units they link are active simultaneously, permitting LISA
to learn the correspondences generated during retrieval.
These connection weights also serve to constrain subsequent
memory access.  By the end of a simulation run,
corresponding structure units will have large positive
weights on their mapping connections, and non-
corresponding units will have strongly negative weights.
Hummel & Holyoak (1997) showed that these operations
account for a large body of findings in the literature on
human analogical reasoning.

(such as Bill and Beth) will fire in synchrony with one
another, and non-corresponding elements (e.g., Bill and
futon) will fire out of synchrony.  As a result, LISA learns
mapping connections from Bill to Beth, Mary to Peter, and
car to futon.   Likewise, the roles of sell-to in situation 1
map to the corresponding roles of sell-to in situation 2.
However, nothing in situation 2 maps to the roles of owns
in situation 1.  Therefore, when owns (Mary car) fires in
situation 1, LISA will build units in situation 2 to
correspond to the structures in situation 1 representing that
proposition: It will build units corresponding to owner and
owned, and connect them to the semantic units representing
those roles; it will build SPs corresponding to owner+Mary
and owned+car, and connect them to owner and Peter and
owned and futon, respectively; finally, it will also build a P
unit corresponding to the whole proposition, connecting it
to the newly created SPs. (LISA "knows" what to connect
to what simply by virtue of which units are firing in
synchrony with one another; see Holyoak & Hummel,
2000.)  That is, it will infer that Peter now owns the futon.

buy-
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Bill+
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car+
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 The same operations permit LISA to perform schema
induction in a third "schema" analog.  Although we have
described the activation of semantic units only from the
perspective of the driver, recipient analogs also feed
activation to the semantic units.  The activation of a
semantic unit is a linear function of its input, so any
semantic unit that is common to both the driver and
recipient will receive input from both and become roughly
twice as active as any semantic unit receiving input from
only one analog.  Shared semantic elements are thus tagged
as such by their activations.  These shared elements are
encoded into the schema by the same unsupervised learning
algorithm that performs analogical inference: Units in the
schema connect themselves to semantic units and to one
another based on their co-activity.  Because the learning
algorithm is sensitive to the activations of the semantic
units, object and predicate units in the schema preferentially
learn connections to the semantic that are common to—i.e.,
the intersection of—the corresponding units in the known
situations.  In the case of the current example, the induced
schema would be roughly sell-to (person1, person2, object),
and own (person2, object).

Figure 2.  LISA LTM representation of sell-to (Bill,
Mary, car) and own (Mary, car) (Situation 1; top) and
sell-to (Beth, Peter, futon) (Situation 2; bottom).

Extension to Reflexive Reasoning

As described above, LISA is a model of reflective
reasoning that makes inferences about novel situations based
on explicit analogies (i.e., structure-mappings) to familiar
situations.  However, the operations it uses for analogy,
inference and schema induction—most notably, the feedback
from the recipient analog to the semantic units (henceforth
recipient feedback)—suggest themselves as the beginnings
of an account of reflexive inference.  The basic idea is to use
the recipient feedback from structures in LTM (including
both general schemas and specific situations) to encode the
semantic representation of predicates and objects in the
driver.  That is, encoding is seen as a collection of reflexive
inferences about the properties of the predicates and objects.

Augmented with unsupervised learning and intersection
discovery, LISA's approach to mapping supports inference
and schema induction as a natural consequence (Holyoak &
Hummel, 2000).  Consider an analogy between two
situations (Figure 2): In situation 1, Bill sells his car to
Mary (proposition P1), so Mary now owns the car (P2); in
situation 2, Beth sells her futon to Peter (P1), but there is
no explicit statement that Peter now owns the futon.
During mapping, corresponding elements in the two analogs
will become active simultaneously.  For instance, sell-to
(Bill, Mary, car) in the driver, will activate sell-to (Beth,
Peter, futon) in the recipient, so corresponding elements



Using the recipient feedback in this way solves only one of
several problems that must be solved in order to provide a
general integrated account of reflexive and reflective
reasoning; however, the simulations reported here suggest
that it is a useful first step.

and these attributes will have to replace the corresponding
default values in the schema.

We simulated the reflexive form of this inference as
follows.  We generated five situations (analogs), one
corresponding to a "new" situation (thinking about a
wooden spoon; analog 1), and the other four corresponding
to various schemas in LTM.  Analog 1 consists of the
single proposition exist (wooden-spoon), where the object
wooden-spoon is connected to a single semantic unit,
wooden-spoon, which serves to represent the type wooden
spoons; the predicate exist is not connected to any semantic
units.  (Exist is a vehicle for instantiating wooden-spoon in
a proposition so that it can be activated—it allows LISA to
"think about" wooden spoons devoid of any particular
context.)  Analog 2 is a schema for wooden spoons
consisting of two propositions: wooden (wooden-spoon)
and big (wooden-spoon).  The object unit wooden-spoon
has positive connections to the type semantic wooden-spoon
and to semantics for utensil, spoon, wooden, and big.  It
has negative (inhibitory) connections to semantics for metal.
The predicate wooden has positive connections to semantics
for material and wood, and an inhibitory connection to
metal; big excites semantics for size and big, and inhibits
small.  Analog 3 is a schema for metal spoons, and consists
of metal (metal-spoon) and small (metal-spoon).  The
semantic representations of metal-spoon, metal and small
are analogous to those of wooden-spoon, wooden and big,
respectively, except that the appropriate semantics are
reversed (e.g., the predicate small is connected to the
semantic small rather than big, etc.).  Analog 4 is a schema
for spoons in general, and consists of the propositions
utensil (spoon) and concave (spoon).  Analog 5 is a schema
for horseback riding, consisting of the single proposition
ride (horse).  Analog 5 serves as a foil to ensure that the
model will not simply activate all knowledge in LTM in
the course of drawing reflexive inferences about the
(semantically empty) wooden spoon in analog 1.

wooden-spoon
(the object unit)

large(wooden-spoon)

wooden-spoon+
large

large
(the predicate)

wooden-spoon
(the object unit)

large
(the semantic unit)

(a) (b)

Figure 3.  Ways to represent the fact that wooden
spoons are large in LISA: (a) large as a semantic feature
connected to the object unit wooden-spoon; (b) large as
a predicate in the proposition large (wooden-spoon).

Consider the concept of a wooden spoon.  The
statement "wooden spoon" makes exactly two properties of
the object wooden spoon explicit: it is wooden and it is a
spoon.  But upon encountering these properties, it is
irresistible to infer additional properties, such as that it is
large (as spoons go), it is more likely to be used for
cooking than for eating, etc. (cf. Medin & Shoben, 1988).
These properties may be represented in two qualitatively
different ways: as semantic "features" of wooden spoons, or
as explicit propositions.  In terms of the LISA architecture,
these ways of representing the properties of wooden spoons
are, respectively, as connections from the wooden-spoon
object unit to semantic units for large, cooking, etc.,
(Figure 3a) and as full propositions, complete with
predicates, SPs and P units (Figure 3b).  We hypothesize
that the former type of (semantic feature) representation is
established reflexively, as an automatic part of encoding the
representation of wooden spoons, whereas the latter
(propositional) form is established more reflectively, by
thinking explicitly about the properties of wooden spoons.
It is important to note that inferring the properties of
wooden spoons (either reflexively or reflectively) it is not a
simple matter of replacing the default value of the material
slot in the spoon schema (i.e., metal) with the value
wooden (e.g., as suggested by Smith & Osherson, 1984;
Smith et al., 1988), because the attributes of spoons (i.e,
the values bound to the slots of the schema) are correlated:
Other attributes such as size=large will have to be infered,

The goal of the simulation is to activate exist (wooden-
spoon) in analog 1 and observe which schemas it activates
in LTM, and whether the recipient feedback from the objects
and predicates in those schemas allow wooden-spoon in
analog 1 to learn an appropriate semantic encoding.  We
therefore set analog 1 to be the driver, and left analogs 2 - 4
"dormant" in LTM (see Hummel & Holyoak, 1997).  The
proposition exist (wooden-spoon) was then fired, and
propositions in LTM were allowed to respond, feeding
activation back to the semantic units.  When exist (wooden-
spoon) first fired, both wooden (wooden-spoon) and big
(wooden-spoon) became active in analog 2 (the wooden
spoon schema).   Exist is semantically empty, so the only
semantic feature of analog 1 that activated anything in
analog 2 is the type semantic wooden-spoon (which is
shared by the object wooden-spoon in analog 2).  As a
result, wooden (wooden-spoon) and  big (wooden-spoon)
became equally active in analog 2.  The feedback from these
propositions to the semantic units began to activate other
schemas in LTM: the semantics utensil and spoon activated
units in analogs 3 (the metal spoon schema) and 4 (the



generic spoon schema).  At the same time, the object
wooden-spoon (in analog 2) inhibited the semantics for
metal.  This inhibition propagated into analog 3 (the metal
spoon schema), preventing that schema from becoming
active and in turn, preventing it from activating its own
semantics.  When the pattern of activation settled, analogs 2
and 4 were fully active (i.e., both propositions were active
in both analogs), along with all the semantic units to which
they are connected.  As a result, the object wooden-spoon in
analog 1 learned connections to the semantics for utensil,
spoon, wooden and big (due to the feedback from the
wooden spoon schema), and to concave and utensil (based
on the generic spoon schema): The model reflexively
inferred the semantic properties of the wooden spoon.

abstraction, whereas reflective inferences—which cause the
construction of explicit propositional structures—will only
take place when the reasoner explicitly reflects on the fact
that the object belongs to the category (i.e., explicitly maps
the category schema onto the object).  To our knowledge,
no one has yet tested this prediction of the model.

Discussion

Using simple operations already in place to simulate
reflective analogy-based inference—namely, recipient
feedback and unsupervised learning—LISA was able to
reflexively infer the meaning of "wooden spoon" and "metal
spoon" based on examples in LTM.  These inferences were
reflexive in the sense that they did not require the model to
explicitly map the structures in the new example (analog 1)
to the structures in LTM.  Instead, they were drawn in the
course of what is analog retrieval in LISA (i.e., the process
of retrieving a source analog or schema from LTM given a
novel target as a cue; see Hummel & Holyoak, 1997).  By
the end of the first two simulations, the objects wooden-
spoon (in the first simulation) and metal spoon (second
simulation) had semantic encodings that were richer than
what was provided at the beginning of the simulation.  In
each case, the object unit started with a single semantic
feature (wooden-spoon or metal-spoon) and ended with a
semantic encoding specifying its size (big or small),
material (wooden or metal), shape (concave) and use
(utensil).  However, in neither of the first two simulations
did analog 1 end up with any new propositions.  By
contrast, in the third and fourth simulations, when the
schemas were called into WM and allowed to map to analog
1, the model inferred propositions that explicitly stated the
properties of the wooden spoon.  According to the present
account, inferring a new proposition (e.g., one stating
explicitly that the wooden spoon is big) is a reflective
process that requires retrieval of a schema (or specific
situation), and an explicit mapping of the structures in that
schema to the structures in the new example.

In a second simulation, analog 1 consisted of the
proposition exist (metal-spoon)—this time having LISA
"think about" metal spoons—and we ran the same
operations described above.  This time, analog 3 (the metal
spoon schema) and analog 4 (the generic spoon schema)
became active, and the model inferred the properties of the
metal-spoon in analog 1: metal-spoon learned connections
to the semantic units for utensil, spoon, metal and small
(due to the feedback from the metal spoon schema), and to
concave and utensil (based on the generic spoon schema).
In both these simulations, it is interesting to note that LISA
assigned each object (the metal spoon or the wooden spoon)
to the most general category appropriate (by activating the
generic spoon schema), but it did not categorize metal
spoons as wooden spoons, or vice versa.  As a result, it
made appropriate inferences about the objects at multiple
levels of abstraction (e.g., that the wooden spoon would be
big [which is specific to wooden spoons] and that it would
be concave [which is general to all spoons]).

In the previous simulations, the inferences were purely
reflective, in the sense that we did not allow LISA to
retrieve the schemas from memory and map them back onto
analog 1.  When we allowed the model to reflect on the
properties of wooden spoons—by making the wooden
spoon schema the driver, the wooden spoon version of
analog 1 the recipient, and allowing it to explicitly map the
schema onto analog 1—it inferred the explicit propositions
wooden (wooden-spoon) and big (wooden-spoon) in analog
1. (It did do by exactly the same operations described
previously in the discussion of LISA's operation.)
Similarly, when we allowed it to reflect on the fact that
wooden spoons are spoons—by mapping the spoon schema
into analog 1—it inferred the propositions utensil (wooden-
spoon) and big (wooden-spoon).  But importantly, it did
not infer any of these propositions until it explicitly
brought the corresponding schema into WM and mapped it
onto analog 1.  This property is interesting in combination
with the model's ability to reason reflexively to the most
generic category applicable (e.g., to assign wooden spoons
semantic features that are true of all spoons based on the
generic spoon schema): Together, they predict that reflexive
inferences—which manifest themselves in the (implicit)
semantic encoding of an object or predicate—will
automatically take place across multiple levels of category

In this respect, our use of the term "reflexive" is
somewhat more restrictive than Shastri & Ajjanagadde's
(1993).  On our account, an inference such as "Mary now
owns the car" is not strictly reflexive unless it is represented
strictly as features in the semantic representation of Mary
(i.e., as connections from the unit Mary to units
representing ownership).  If instead (or in addition) the
inference is represented as an explicit proposition (own
(Mary car)), we would classify it as "reflective but easy" (as
noted previously, some reflective inferences are easier than
others).  This distinction between our account and that of
Shastri & Ajjanagadde stems primarily from the fact that
LISA represents objects and predicates as distributed
patterns of activation in WM, which precludes binding an
object to more than one predicate role at a time (see
Hummel & Holyoak, 1997).  As a result, LISA makes a
strong distinction between properties qua semantic features
and properties qua explicit propositions.  By contrast,
Shastri & Ajjanagadde's model represents each object or



predicate as a localist unit, making it possible to "stack"
predicates on objects, effectively representing multiple
predicate-object bindings (i.e., multiple propositions) in
parallel (cf. Hummel & Holyoak, 1997).  Whether the
human mind makes a strong distinction between features
and propositions (like LISA), or permits "stacking" of
predicates (like Shastri & Ajjanagadde's model) is an
empirical question.
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